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*** BEGIN SET OF CHANGES *** 

6.1.5.4 Multiple Tunnels establishment procedure with the same PDG 
 
The WLAN UE shall initiate multiple tunnels to the same PDG for different W-APN if the same PDG offers different 
services. During the subsequent tunnel establishment procedure to the same PDG,  

1. WLAN UE shall use the latest MSK as input to generate the AUTH parameter to authenticate the 
IKE_SA_INIT Request message transmitted during the first tunnel establishment procedure. WLAN UE then 
sends the IKE_AUTH request including above generated AUTH payload, the W-APN in the IDr payload and 
CFG_Request within the Configurable payload to obtain a remote IP address.   

2. PDG sends authentication and authorisation request to the AAA server for the requested W-APN access.  

3. The AAA server shall fetch the user profile and authentication vectors from HSS/HLR (if these parameters are 
not available in the AAA server) and checks in user’s subscription if he/she is authorized to establish the 
tunnel.  

4. AAA server sends the Diameter authorization response, to the PDG indicating user is authorized to establish 
the tunnel according to the subscription and includes the latest key materials.  

5. The PDG verifies the AUTH parameter using the latest MSK obtained from the AAA server. The PDG 
generates the AUTH parameter using Public key signature as input to authenticate the IKE_SA_INIT response 
message transmitted during the first tunnel establishment. PDG sends the IKE_AUTH_RESPONSE including 
the generated AUTH payload, assigned remote IP address in the configurable payload and certificate. It 
completes the negotiation of the child security association as well. 

 

*** END SET OF CHANGES *** 
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